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Abstract 

The abstract describes online petrol ordering and delivery is a new type business model. The 

Fuel Delivery on Demand application to develop delivery on demand fuel depends on the 

user order and request. Due to growth of automobiles in market, fuel consumption became 

more.  In existing system, unfortunately because of some reason if vehicle stops due to lack 

of petrol, it will be very  hard for the owner to push the vehicle to the nearest petrol pump. In 

some cases people go to new location and sometimes they won’t be having any idea of the 

gas stations to refuel their vehicles. The proposed system to develop application to deliver the 

fuel to those who need to refuel vehicles at any location and time.   In this application three 

modules using user, fuel station, admin. Admin can verify Fuel Station details, then it will see 

user modules. Fuel Station can add their branch information like address and google map geo 

location and kind of fuel provide. User can search by locality or station name and book the 

fuel on online app. Our objective develop using angular java script and MySQL as our 

backend database with responsive applicaion. FUEL DELIVRY ON DEMAND based mobile 

appit is a process were a customer for a petrol station. Indhan Express   is an online platform 

to provide   delivery of  petrol for your generator  vehicles  in a safe, reliable and efficient 

way. You can place order online and fuel will be delivered to your location in specialized 

Refuellers . So you don’t need to look for “Petrol Pump Stations near me” to refuel your 

vehicles the service is expanding fast to other locations. A customer can make payment cash 

on delivery. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Did you ever push your vehicles to petrol 

station??this happened with us for many 

times then we thought instead of   pushing 

vehicles what if someone drop us to home 

then also some question like thiswhat if 

someone gives us fuel and we fill it in our 

tanks and we reach our destination 

safelyFrom this we got an idea of 

delivering the fuel to a locationOur first 
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step to implement this is in making an 

android application Android Studio is the 

official Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE) for Android app 

development, based on IntelliJ IDEA . 

On top of IntelliJ's powerful code editor 

and developer tools, Android Studio 

offers even more features that enhance 

your productivity when building 

Android apps, such as: 

Appropriate android studio 

Android Studio is the official integrated 

development environment (IDE) for 

Android application development. It is 

based on the IntelliJ IDEA, a Java 

integrated development environment for 

software, and incorporates its code editing 

and developer tools. To support 

application development within the 

Android operating system, Android Studio 

uses a Gradle-based build system, 

emulator, code templates, and Git hub 

integration. Every project in Android 

Studio has one or more modalities with 

source code and resource files. These 

modalities include Android app modules, 

Library modules, and Google App Engine 

modules.Studio uses an Instant Push 

feature to push code and resource changes 

to a running application. A code editor 

assists the developer with writing code and 

offering code Android completion, 

refraction, and analysis. Applications built 

in Android Studio are then compiled into 

the APK format for submission to the 

Google Play Store 

Benefits of an Android studioAndroid 

is an opensource mobile operating 

system with massive user base and 

simplified mobile app development 

process. Enterprises are leveraging 

Android and creating custom mobile 

apps that solves customer problems and 

increase value for their business.This 

article explains the advantages any 

enterprise can achieve by imp lamenting 

Android Application Development. 

Android is free and an open platform 

built on Linux. Android Application 

Development Company is also an open 

source solution for mobile devices 

offering complete software stack 

including operating system, middle 

devices offering a complete software 

stack including operating system, middle 

ware and key mobile applications. User 

acceptance to Android was very low 

when it was launched in 2007, as it was 

still in its early development cycle. But 

after Google’s acquisition and 

development efforts, visibility for 

Android mobile technology grew. 

2. RELATED WORK  

Mobility:Android Mobility is an open 

platform to develop mobile applications 

and games. Based on Linux Kernel, 
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Android allows developers to write code 

in JAVA to develop android 

applications. So by using this platform 

any developer can create mobile apps 

and gaming apps to earn. There are so 

many companies are in developing 

mobile apps for their business on 

android done through this. 

Economy:Android Operating  System 

was created with the aim of offering an 

accessible and free development 

platform. The outcome of this has gone 

beyond expectations, generating a 

positive impact to the world’s 

economy.The launch of an open source 

system has allowed companies to reduce 

production costs by 25 percent, 

developers didn’t have to pay a fee for a 

license anymore and development time 

was reduced for those who chose to 

create their own personalized 

system.Android also helped to innovate 

the mobile market providing more 

choices for consumers, allowing 

developers to customize a wide range of 

mobile devices without increasing any 

cost, and to have access to smartphones 

ranging between $100 and $500.At 

WeFuel, we believe fuelling of what 

moves you and your Business should be 

effortless, convenient and environmentally 

accountable. We have set out to provide a 

last mile Fuel Delivery Service through 

specialized Fuel Dispensing Trucks and by 

leveraging IoT enabled technologies to 

deliver fuel to your 

Fleets/Generators/Earthmovers so you can 

focus on your other important activities.

  

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

online petrol ordering and delivery is a 

new type business model .this is the best 

solution  to reach their destinaction 

without any problemOn behalf of 

community visit, we have visited a village 

near to our college. There we have 

identified many problems like sanitation 

problems, mosquitoes, security problems, 

no proper streetlights, problem faced by 

the people while fixing the lights etc., Out 

of all these problems we have decided and 

chose to make a light replacing stick.          

Problem Statement 

The problem statement is that many people 

stuck on the road due to no fuel. no more 

worries when you get stuck next time 

because of an empty fuel tank. we deliver 

of petrol or diesel of your choice at your 

spot . We bring fuel safe from the nearest 

petrol station available. The delivery time 

of the fuel varies depending on how far the 

nearest fuel station is available.  

Objective 

• INDHAN EXPRESS   is the Best 

online petrol ordering and delivering 

company 
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• To find the best company who gives 

maximum level of satisfaction to the 

customer 

• To understand the factors influencing 

by people order petrol online 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

On-demand fuel delivery is not a new 

phenomenon for countries like the USA 

and UK. However, in India, this is no 

doubt an emerging business these days. 

And definitely, this is the right time to start 

this business when the Commerce industry 

is booming.India is a developing country 

and here the automotive industry is 

growing at a faster pace. Additionally, 

there are several reasons that are driving 

the market for automotive fuel delivery 

system rapidly. Basically, an increasing 

number of vehicle manufacturing facilities 

due to the low cost of production, 

increasing production capacity, and 

growing demand for light and heavy 

vehicles are the major reasons.

 Those days are gone when people 

will move around with their car for 

searching for a petrol pump or fuel station. 

Nowadays, the Indian population always 

looks for a convenient and user-friendly 

online store for any of the purchasing 

requirements.fuel delivery is an essential 

service when someone is stuck on the road 

due to no fuel. No more worries when you 

get stuck next time because of an empty 

fuel tank. We deliver petrol or diesel of 

your choice at your spot. The fuel will be 

charged at the actuals and our fuel delivery 

charges are additional. We bring fuel in a 

safe jerry can from the nearest fuel station 

available and the fuel will be directly filled 

into the vehicle by our representative and 

will not be delivered in can to the 

customer. The delivery time of the fuel 

varies depending on how far the nearest 

fuel station is available. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Conclusions of this project is delivering 

the petrol to the customers where they 

stuck on the road, They refuel vehicle. It 

easy way to reach their destination without 

any problem, fuel delivery is an essential 

service when someone is stuck on the road 

due to no fuel. No more worries when you 

get stuck next time because of an empty 

fuel tank. We deliver of petrol or diesel of 

your choice at your spot.  The delivery 

time of the fuel varies depending on how 

far the nearest fuel station is available.  
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The app is very useful to all people ,the 

customers reach their distinction easily 

without any problem. 
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